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I. Answer the following questions.
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(5 x 2 = 10)

1) Why did he go to the mountains ? What happened there ?

2) What did Rip Van Winkle like very much ?

3) Why do people climb mountains ?

4) Who are the opponents in mountaineering ?

5) Where did Rip Van Winkle live ?

✁

II. Write meanings for the following.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1) patient

=

..............................................................................................

2) opponent

=

..............................................................................................

3) familiar

=

..............................................................................................
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III. Write True (or) False for the following.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1) All mountains are steep.

[

]

2) Many villagers did not believe his story.

[

]

3) Rip Van Winkle was loved by everyone.

[

]

IV. In each of the groups of words given below, one word does not belong to
the group. Identify the word and circle it.
(3 x 1 = 3)
1) a) friend

b) opponent

c) enemy

d) competitor

2) a) rocky

b) cloudy

c) grassy

d) sandy

3) a) jump

b) walk

c) leap

d) hop

V. Choose the right word and fill in each blank.

(3 x 1 = 3)

1) Mountaineering is mainly a ................................. (group / base) activity.
2) Mountaineering is different .................................... (from / for) other outdoor
stports.
3) To be healthy, we should keep our ................................................... clean.
(neighbour / neighbourhood)

VI. Make three meaningful sentences form the given.
It is difficult
It is easy

for

(3 x 1 = 3)

him

to cover my books.

her

to solve this problem.

me

to reach the top of the mountain.

1) .........................................................................................................................
2) .........................................................................................................................
3) .........................................................................................................................
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